======================================
Episode 8: Demotion Risk
======================================
Today was Monday, Christopher returns to work from being suspended for a week
without pay after attacking Maureen Sanders. Christopher was able to get up early
again to train along with Sophie Cage and Maxelle Estellina at the Rockefeller Gym. So
far, he was able to take them both on but he was struggling against Maxelle. He was
caught in a flying triangle by Maxelle's thighs as he tried to attack her - forcing
Christopher to surrender.
Christopher: Some session that was.
Maxelle: That's enough for today. It seems like you're getting strong, but you need to
learn how to fight hand-to-hand. You're struggling to combat people who excel in closerange combat.
Christopher: I wish I could do something about that. But what do you expect from a
Raiken like me; I'm not a multifaceted individual or a jack of all trades like my big brother.
I could never be equal to him, no matter how hard I train.
Maxelle: Try not to be; just be yourself.
Christopher returns home along with Maxelle. Iris was also in Christopher's apartment
using the dancing pole along with Lisa. Iris was training Lisa's agility and endurance.
Christopher: That's something you don't see everyday. What are you two up to, this
morning?
Iris: Just training with Lisa; is that a problem?
Christopher: No. Anyway, I'm about to head to work; my suspension has been uplifted.
Iris: I wouldn't be too sure about that; just be cautious of what you do from now on. I
wouldn't be surprised if you got demoted for what happened to Maureen Sanders at the
restaurant.
Christopher: That's only at the restaurant; for your information, I killed her just to save
Eugene's life's work. Nothing else.
Maxelle: Just be careful not to use your powers against humans. We will take action
against you if you even misuse those powers for your personal gain.
Christopher: . . . . .

Maxelle: Promise us, Christopher.
Christopher: (becomes defensive after looking into Maxelle's eyes.) Alright. What a drag.
Meanwhile at the restaurant, Eugene was becoming curious on why Bella Swann and
Mary Halvertson didn't show up this week. He was able to get like about half a million
dollars from the customers that were attending the week those two were there.
Todd: What's wrong, O'Hara?
Eugene: It's about Bella and Mary. Have you seen them around recently?
Todd: No. I'm guessing Christopher drove them out for what they just did when they
were here.
Eugene: Christopher did that?
Todd: It was just a rumor. Did you see Bella flash her double-ds at those attendees? It
was incredible; you had to see the look on Christopher's face when he ran out.
Eugene: Christopher did what? I should have known he wasn't into it; anyway, I'll look
into all of this. It's a good thing I have cameras all over this restaurant thanks to Mystery
Diners Inc.
Todd: Do you want me to tell him about this?
Eugene: No, he's coming back from his suspension. I deal with him, personally.
Todd: OK. (leaves.)
Eugene checks the footage caught on the security camera from the past two weeks. He
was able to see Bella and Mary attacking Christopher but the camera had some static
and couldn't get the rest of the footage. Todd heads back into the room to get some
more applications for bouncers and strippers.
Eugene: I can't believe this.
Todd: Is there something wrong?
Eugene: You were right, Todd. I can't believe that son of a bitch drove them out.
Todd: What are you going to do to him?

Eugene: Nothing for you to notice.
Todd: OK. Try not to punish him too harshly. (leaves.)
Hours passed. Before 10:30 am, Christopher arrives to work early. He was surprised to
see some more women filling out applications to become strippers.
Christopher: Wow, what a surprise. Todd, have you seen Cedric?
Todd: No. Eugene wanted to see you.
Christopher: For what?
Todd: I don't know.
Christopher: What do you mean you don't know?
Todd: I don't know.
Christopher: Sure you don't know. Anyway, I go on ahead and see what this old geezer
wants with me. I'm the leader of this group, Todd; you better know something. (leaves.)
Todd: Insensitive dickhead.
Christopher heads to Eugene's office to see what he wanted. As you can see, Eugene
wasn't amused with Christopher for letting Bella and Mary quit their jobs as strippers.
Christopher: Hi, Eugene. Do you mind telling me what's going on?
Eugene: Where's Bella and Mary at? I don't know what you did to them; but if you had a
personal vendetta against them, I'm completely disappointed in you.
Christopher: Personal vendetta? I think you're mistaken; those ladies attacked me just
when they were about to head home and they almost killed me.
Eugene: I don't believe you. Do you realize what you just did by attacking them? Like
about five hundred thousand dollars would have been made for this restaurant and you
drove them away.
Christopher: Just be thankful you're making money. For what I saw from them that night,
they were demons.

Eugene: Demons?! There's no such things as demons in this world.
Christopher: You have to believe me; Bella and Mary are demons. I'm afraid that they'll
come after you.
Eugene: Christopher, shut the fuck up. I'm getting tired of your totalitarian attitude; I tried
to be nice on what you're doing so far but unfortunately your attitude towards my
strippers is going overboard.
Christopher: Your strippers?
Eugene: Yes, my strippers. If you don't change your attitude, I'm going to have to
demote you.
Christopher: You can't do that.
Eugene: I'm the owner of this restaurant; I can do whatever the hell I want to do. Better
yet, why won't I demote you now.
Catherine: No, Eugene. I think you're making a big mistake demoting him. Give him
another chance.
Eugene: He had so many chances to redeem himself; he blew it. (looks at Christopher.)
Christopher, if you don't accept your demotion, I'm going to have to fire you immediately.
Are you going to accept your demotion?
Christopher: Fine, I accept. I sure hope you don't choke on your decision for this.
Eugene: Good. Today, you're a member of Catherine's team; I will find a new team
leader today. (leaves.)
Christopher: I can't believe this, Catherine. Why is this guy the owner of this stupid
restaurant? I swear Eugene's dancing all over Rocky Bernard's grave on his free time.
Catherine: I know that this is the house Rocky established, but he isn't here. It's hard to
accept that fact that Eugene's the owner of this restaurant; you just have to deal with it,
nothing more and nothing less.
Christopher: That's easy for you to say. So, what do you want me to do for today,
Catherine?
Catherine: Organize these applications; try to sort them in alphabetical order.

Christopher: Ok.
Christopher got started on sorting the applications. Meanwhile in the outskirts of
Providence's city limits, Leo was searching for Ogra but he sees Rosemary.
Rosemary: Oh, it's you.
Leo: Where's Ogra hiding?
Rosemary: That's none of your business. Why won't you just get lost!
Leo: I'm afraid I can't do that. Either you tell me where your boss is hiding or I'm going to
have to vanquish you.
Rosemary: Take your best shot, Raiken. (she flew away from Leo.)
Leo: That coward. Come back here!
Rosemary was trying to lure Leo away from Providence's city limits to Ogra's hideout.
He was using his Raiken powers to at least strike Rosemary's wings. When he was able
to hit her wings, he was already at Ogra's hideout. Then, he had to fight off Ogra's
minions. (Michael, Sage, Thyme) But Bella Donna launched a surprise attack against
Leo; she almost hit him. Then, Ogra appears.
Ogra: That's enough.
Sage: Lord Ogra.
Leo: So you must be Ogra?
Ogra: Yeah, the one and only. It seems like you want to challenge my power; big
mistake.
Leo: No, your reign of terror ends here.
Ogra: I would like to see you try that.
Leo and Ogra fight for three minutes. As you can see, Leo was overpowering Ogra's
defense but was unable to get a clean hit against him. Then, Ogra was able to use his
demonic powers to bind Leo. But he was able to break free from Ogra's magic. Then,
Leo generated a lightning saber to try to penetrate Ogra's defense. Sage and Thyme
were able to come to Ogra's defense when Leo attacked him with that lightning saber
and Bella Donna and Michael detained him.

Ogra: What a surprise. You almost had me.
Leo: You coward.
Ogra: I had my plans on killing you. Unfortunately for you, I got big plans for that other
Raiken that you're trying to help.
Leo: You're better off killing me. The Council now knows that your here in Providence.
Ogra: Why would I want to do that to you? I would definitely like to kill all your Council
members.
Ogra was able to hold Leo captive. At 6 PM, Christopher returned home angry. He was
angry that he got demoted as a member of Catherine's team.
Lisa: How was your day, Master?
Christopher: Bullshit! Unbelievable bullshit!!
Lisa: What happened?
Christopher: Eugene demoted me. That motherfucker's restaurant needs to be shut
down immediately.
Lisa: Why?
Christopher: He doesn't care about his employees; all he cares about is strippers and
how much money those sluts are giving him.
Lisa: Christopher, I'm sorry to hear that from you. You're going to have to - - Christopher: To do what? For your information, I wasn't on board with his decision to
make that into a stripper's paradise. Do you have anything else to say?
Lisa: No.
Christopher: Good. I don't want to hear anything else about Eugene O'Hara.
At 6:50 PM, Eugene meets with a young man applying to be a team leader in Eugene's
restaurant.

Eugene: Thank you for applying at this restaurant, Raphael Kingsley. I'll hire you
immediately.
Raphael: What time will I be able to work here tomorrow?
Eugene: 10 AM to 7 PM
Raphael: Thank you. You won't be disappointed for having me around.

